ALULA MOMENTS
EVENTS AND FESTIVALS
Guide 2022-2023
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About AlUla
For thousands of years, AlUla was a vital
crossroads along the famous incense-trading
routes running from southern Arabia, north
into Egypt, and beyond. With oases dotting
the area, it offered a much-needed respite for
weary travelers, becoming a popular place to
rest, commune and recharge.
AlUla was also capital of the ancient
kingdoms of Dadan and Lihyan, which
controlled the caravan trade. Hegra, a
UNESCO World Heritage Site, was the
principal southern city of the Nabataean
kingdom, famed for its spectacular
monumental tombs. This largely
undiscovered expanse holds a timeless
mystery that has been carried through its
complex history. Layer upon layer of human
history and a wealth of natural wonders
are waiting to be explored, from dramatic
rock formations and sand-swept dunes to
archaeological ruins that trace the lives of the
ancient cultures who built cities here.
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AlUla Moments
Unlock the wonders of AlUla and partake in four unique
events and festivals starting September 2022, where beyond
extraordinary landscapes, there will be more to remember —
moments of excitement, moments of freedom, moments of
discovery, and moments of delight.
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From sunset to sunrise, festival goers kept the hype alive on the oneof-a-kind Sand Floor, surrounded by the otherworldly landscapes
of AlUla. From top-name international acts to Saudi DJ pioneers,
Azimuth AlUla 2022 was an unforgettable event unlike Saudi - or the
world - has seen before.

During the Ancient Kingdoms Festival, the three great oases of northwest Arabia
- AlUla, Khaybar and Tayma - will welcome visitors from across the world for
an unprecedented experience of history that spans millennia. Immersive and
enriching, the festival aims to ignite a lifelong curiosity and sense of connection
with the pivotal stories of the past that shape our understanding of the present.

2022 – 2023

FESTIVALS OVERVIEW

AlUla Wellness Festival will focus on the healing
power of silence. It will feature an array of wellness
experts and practitioners dedicated to creating
restorative and holistic experiences.

Winter at Tantora is returning for its fourth season. Being the region’s
longest-running music and arts festival, Winter at Tantora features
intimate concerts with world-renowned musicians and hosts multiple
events and activations across culture, heritage, gastronomy and more.
Join us for a full month and experience the best of AlUla.
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Map of AlUla
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What’s On
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What’s On
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What’s On
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ANCIENT KINGDOMS
FESTIVAL
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ANCIENT KINGDOMS FESTIVAL

OVERVIEW

From 11th – 27th November, for the first time ever, the
three linked ancient oases of North West Arabia will
offer immersive experiences set in historic and natural
landscapes as part of the Ancient Kingdoms Festival.

Named after the legendary ancient kingdoms of
AlUla, the Festival will connect AlUla with the historical
areas of Khaybar and Tayma – unlocking exciting and
immersive experiences that bring to life stories that span
millennia, reaching across successive civilisations and
interconnecting the great cultures of ancient history.

As open-air galleries of discovery, the epic scale of the
triad of AlUla, Tayma and Khaybar will be uncovered
through tailor-made experiences and excursions that
highlight the unique character of each site and unlock

the layers of history within. From spectacular after-dark light
shows and carriage
rides at dawn, to hot air balloon and helicopter flights over
monumental prehistoric architecture; culinary pop-ups,
historical re-enactments and guided trails through legendary
oases, the Festival is set to create moments that last forever.

Together, AlUla, Khaybar and Tayma have shaped the history
of the region and its connection to the world for thousands of
years. While AlUla has been welcoming visitors to its ancient
sites, including the UNESCO World Heritage Site of Hegra
since it reopened in 2020, the Festival will also open up and
activate the globally significant historic areas of Tayma and
Khaybar.
and activate the globally significant historic areas of Tayma
and Khaybar.
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ANCIENT KINGDOMS FESTIVAL

FEATURED EVENTS

AlManshiyah Plaza,
AlUla
11 – 27 November

AlUla’s newest gathering place,
AlManshiyah Plaza, is a lively community
with restaurants and cafes, playgrounds
and communal areas, and live music on
Fridays. After the careful restoration of the
ancient Hijaz Railway, AlManshiyah Plaza
is a breath of new life in this historic AlUla
neighbourhood.

AlUla Arts District
Walk the Incense Route
11 November - Ongoing
Connecting AlUla Old Town to the
pedestrian friendly AlUla Arts District
– AlJadidah precinct, this immersive,
recreational experience is inspired by the
rich stories of the Incense Road, bringing
visitors a flavour of the spirit of this
historic route in a vibrant urban setting,
curated with outdoor exhibitions, shops
and eateries.

Hegra After Dark
3 – 27 November

Awaken the Senses: archaeology has given
us a unique insight into the Nabataean way
of life, including what they tasted, smelled,
heard, touched, and saw. Under the cover of
darkness, our senses are heightened, creating
a true sensorium. By taking advantage of
the beauty and silence of the night at Tomb
100 in Hegra, this attraction aims to immerse
visitors in the Nabatean world.
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ANCIENT KINGDOMS FESTIVAL

FEATURED ACTIVITIES

Hegra
Music in Ancient Eras
24 November
An evening of music in Hegra. Journey
along lit pathways, while travelling
through time past the remnants of
ancient civilisations and their religious
rituals recorded onto the rockface.

Tayma
11 November – 31 March
Home to royal icons and legendary personalities, including
the last Babylonian King, Tayma is a historical treasure that is
changing our understanding of the history of northwest Arabia.
An emerging archaeological hub, Tayma is a renowned
destination with a rich history that is waiting to be uncovered.
Journey outside of AlUla and discover Tayma’s fascinating
heritage sites as well as its powerful legacy.
A visit to Tayma takes us to the site of the action, where
history was made for millennia, nourished by the regenerative
powers of the oasis. The journey begins at AlUla and the route
to Tayma includes an enriching stop at a desert camp that
showcases traditional arts and culinary delights. A jewel at the
heart of commercial and cultural exchange, Tayma played a
role in the destinies of rulers and protagonists in history. The
vestiges of this seat of power and the magnificence and awe
they must have once inspired, is now.
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ANCIENT KINGDOMS FESTIVAL

FEATURED ACTIVITIES

Khaybar
24 November – 31 March
Khaybar’s striking volcanic desert ecosystem and
rich historical significance make it one of the world’s
best-kept secrets. A uniquely enigmatic destination,
culture meets nature and heritage to create an
exceptionally remarkable landscape. Journey outside
of AlUla and discover Khaybar’s timeless heritage
sites and its breathtakingly epic scenery.

Khaybar is split across two zones - the Khaybar
Natural Area that carries the volcanic landscape of
Harrat Khaybar - and the historic oasis, teeming
with biodiversity and the source of all vibrant culture
- water. The imprint of human engagement here
reaches back hundreds of thousands of years, with
striking evidence left behind such as the prehistoric
funerary avenues that the local people called the
‘Works of the Old Men’.
The monumental scale and story of Khaybar unfolds
in its full force from the skies. Aerial archaeology
and photography continue to bring new discoveries
and areas of expert study that are reshaping our
understanding of the early history of northwest Arabia
and its connection to the wider region. With its craggy
landscape but plentiful fresh water, Khaybar was a
wealthy oasis for centuries. Like its
cousin oases Tayma and AlUla, Khaybar has a layered
history, as evidenced by the remnants of fortresses
along with the traditions of craft and ways of living
that continue to thrive here.
AlUla and Tayma, along with Khaybar, stand together
as a triad – an epic frontier to the history and culture
of northwest Arabia. Together, they form the world’s
largest living museum that tells the story of human
activity and the earth itself.
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ACTIVITIES

Wadi AlFann
Presents Nine Songs
26 November – 27 November

Hegra by Horse Carriage
Sunrise & Sunset Experience
5 November – 21 March

The verses of Chu comprise Nine Songs
Poems that reflect on a time in Chinese
history (300 BC) where society moved from
the age of mythology to the age of reason.
This fragmented the sublime and delicate
relationship between mankind and the
natural forces of the world.

ANCIENT KINGDOMS FESTIVAL

Majestic Arabian horses will lead you on a
starlit tour around the breathtaking UNESCO
World Heritage Site of Hegra. Pass by mythical
tombs as your chariot captain tells tales of
this magnificent capital city located on the
famed Incense Road while you ride towards the
AlHaritha (Aretas) IV Immersive Show.

Setting Nine Songs in this extraordinary
landscape where nature is undeniable
dominant presence, invites us to create
connections with the movements of the
desert the sky and the mountains. So, we,
as witnesses, can rediscover the importance
of being in harmony with nature and the
essence of what it means to be human.

Jabal Ikmah After Dark
18 November – 3 December

Discover the ancient history of AlUla with an
extraordinary after-dark tour of the rock art
and inscriptions at Jabal Ikmah. Enjoy a night
of hospitality as well as an immersive show
about the Kingdoms that once ruled AlUla.
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ANCIENT KINGDOMS FESTIVAL

ACTIVITIES

Tayma Day Trip
11 November – 31 March

Cinema El Housh
Art House Cinema
6 December - 18 March

This day-long excursion to the Land of Kings includes
tours of historic sites such as a first millennium BCE Iron
Age temple, the largest well in the Arabian Peninsula, and
a grand palace. Immersive experiences within Tayma help
bring old stories back to life, with opportunities for dining
and leisure also available during this guided day-tour.

AlUla’s arthouse cinema returns with a
brand-new curated list of world-class
movies from Saudi, Arab and International
directors. Located in AlJadidah, Cinema
ElHoush is a hub for cultural exchange
within this bustling arts district.
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ANCIENT KINGDOMS FESTIVAL

ACTIVITIES

Hidden Canyon Event Space
11 November – 30 May

Take to the desert during the evening and soak
up the tranquil ambiance that surrounds you
on this 4km walk.
Watch the shadows begin to fall as delicate
soft hues of pink and orange paint the sky
when the sun sets.
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ANCIENT KINGDOMS FESTIVAL

ACTIVITIES

Khaybar Day Trip
24 November – 31 March
With a striking volcanic desert ecosystem and rich
historical significance, Khaybar remains one of the
world’s best-kept secrets. Explore a destination
where culture, heritage and nature meet to create an
exceptionally remarkable landscape, unveiling new
insights and redefining what we know about the
Arabian Peninsula’s complex history.

Khaybar Cultural Festival
24 November
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Khaybar Volcano Camp

Open from December 1st 2022 through March 2023,
Khaybar Camp is an exclusive getaway aimed at
immersing guests in the region’s breathtaking volcanic
landscapes. Open Thursdays - Saturdays, discover
hiking trails to the Black Volcano and Umm Jirsan
Cave or relax on the compound’s scenic outdoor deck.
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WINTER AT TANTORA
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4141
WINTER AT TANTORA

OVERVIEW

Winter at Tantora is returning for its
fourth season. Winter at Tantora features
intimate concerts with world-renowned
musicians and hosts multiple events
and activations across culture, heritage,
gastronomy and more. Join us for a full
month and experience the best of AlUla.

4343
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WINTER AT TANTORA

FEATURED EVENTS

Flavours of AlUla
22 December – 7 January
“Flavours of AlUla”, the first food festival in AlUla, delivering
an authentic F&B experience during the Winter at Tantora
festival. This will create a unique and immersive culinary
journey that showcases traditional local and regional cuisine
merged with international flavors; a melting pot thoroughly
selected with the support of the Culinary Commission.
The event will be in the Oasis and will be held from 22
December 2022 until 7 January 2023. The venue will host an
interactive component with entertainment at the core of the
experience, alongside open-air F&B tents and kiosks.

Citrus Festival
6 January – 14 January
Visitors and guests will experience the
festival activities that will include producing
displays, competitions, retail sales, live
kitchen activities high-profile citrus chefs for
“tree to table” themed activities, and social
entertainment activities.
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CONCERTS
Majid AlMohandis Concert
23 November

John Legend Concert
11 November
Critically acclaimed, EGOT-winning
and multi-platinum singer-songwriter
John Legend will perform at the iconic
Maraya. Legend’s hits include Ordinary
People, Love Me Now and All of Me,
which have topped global charts and
have broken numerous records. A wildly
energetic performer, Legend splits his
time performing gentle ballads on
the piano and dancing animatedly on
stage, showing his unique and wideranging personality.

Faia Younan Concert
18 November
In a never-been-done-before concert,
Faia Younan will now perform at
Elephant Rock on Friday, 18 November.
Wowing audiences across the region
with her passionate voice, Faia Younan
returns to AlUla, promising to deliver an
inspiring performance for a second time
- this time at the iconic Elephant Rock.
Among the top list of young artists who
present art with a purpose, Faia focuses
on song lyrics that carry a message.

Naseer Shamma
Music in Ancient Eras Concert
24 November
An evening of music in Hegra.
Journey along lit pathways, while
travelling through time past the
remnants of ancient civilisations
and their religious rituals recorded
onto the rockface.

Mai Farouk
& National Arab Orchestra
25 November
Beloved Egyptian star Mai Farouk
brings her striking voice and unique
artistry to the Maraya stage for the
very first time. With her famous use
of the emotional ‘Tarab’ style, she
excelled in singing covers of Umm
Kulthum and captured the hearts
of listeners with her sweet voice
and elegant performance in her
own songs. Farouk is set to give an
expressive and moving performance
to her AlUla audience.
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2023 EVENTS
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Richard Mille AlUla Desert Polo
3 February - 4 February

Camel Cup
7 March - 11 March

Andrea Bocelli
27 January

AlUla Skies Festival
presented by SAUDIA
20 April - 4 May

Saudi Tour
1 February - 5 February

Desertmania AlUla
7 June - 10 June

AlUla Arts Festival
13 February - 28 February

Ramadan in AlUla
22 or 23 March

Azimuth
22 September - 25 September

Ancient Kingdoms Festival
17 November - 3 December

Summer in AlUla
1 August - 1 September

Eid AlAdha
8 July - 13 July
AlUla Wellness Festival
26 September - 16 October
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DINING
HATTAM MATTER

ENTRECÔTE CAFÉ DE PARIS

LA GRAND VENISE

MIRZAM RESTAURANT

OKTO
MYAZU

COVA MILANO

TAKYA REASTAURANT

OKTO

MARAYA SOCIAL

LA SERRE
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ACCOMMODATION

BANYAN TREE ALULA

A tranquil desert
sanctuary, Banyan Tree
AlUla invites you to
discover an uncharted
new world. Inspired by the
mysterious and exciting
natural surroundings of
the Ashar Valley, no two
stays are ever the same.

5555
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ACCOMMODATION

HABITAS ALULA
A trail-blazer in sustainable hospitality,
Habitas brings luxury living to AlUla in
an eco-friendly way. Nestled within an
ancient oasis in the desert canyons of the
Ashar Valley, find yourself surrounded by
sandstone cliffs and palm groves.
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ACCOMMODATION

CANYON RV PARK
Retro Airstream RVs set in the breathtaking
canyon valleys of AlUla is the perfect
getaway. This unique concept brings a
modern camping twist to AlUla.
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ACCOMMODATION
SHADEN RESORT

GATHERN ACCOMMODATIONS
CANYON
RVyour
PARK
AlUla
can be
home away from
home. Explore chalets, farms, tents
and camps available for short-term
and long-term rentals.

Nestled against magnificent rock formations,
Shaden’s luxury villas, suites and rooms each
offer private patios and access to a vast pool
and lounge complex. Several on-site restaurants
and coffee shops, a business center and more
ensure your stay is comfortable.
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ACCOMMODATION

SELF-CAMPING
Bring your camping gear, enjoy
adventures off the beaten path, and
explore AlUla’s majestic canyons and
sandstone mountains.
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